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Daily Briefs

French official says private sector partnership is
key to nation's cyber strategy

A strong partnership between government and private industry is key to France's new strategy on
cybersecurity, a French Embassy official said this week at an event in Washington, DC.

"Cybersecurity has become ubiquitous," Frédéric Doré, deputy chief of mission at the French Embassy in
Washington, said at a Tuesday event on cybersecurity and the law sponsored by the French-American
Foundation. "We need to strengthen our cooperation."

Doré said French-American ties are stronger than ever and partnership on cybersecurity is necessary for
a secure cyberspace. Doré added that cyber investigations should be regulated as other criminal and
terrorism investigations are regulated, following a case-by-case approach with fast and efficient reaction
and conducted under robust training programs.

"The cyber world is not separated from the real world anymore," Doré said.
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